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She’s found a new way to keep
Holocaust stories alive — one step
at a time

Culture

By Stav Ziv

 

There’s a moment in Elie Wiesel’s “Night” that seared itself into Rachel Linsky’s
consciousness in the spring of 2020. Wiesel and his family have just arrived at Auschwitz.
Twice, Wiesel and his father move to the left, first away from his mother and sisters and
then toward an unknown fate: either the crematoria or the barracks. Convinced they are
marching to their deaths, the father laments that his son hadn’t gone with his mother.
Wiesel, awash in disbelief and contemplating whether to throw himself at the electrified
barbed wire, looks to his father.

“He was weeping. His body was shaking. Everybody around us was weeping,” he writes.
“Someone began to recite Kaddish, the prayer for the dead. I don’t know whether, during
the history of the Jewish people, men have ever before recited Kaddish for themselves.”

This image insinuated itself into Linsky’s mind and body as she choreographed “Selection,”
a five-minute dance film captured outdoors in August 2020 at the New England Holocaust
Memorial in Boston. The dancers’ feet are planted in place, standing in ranks. Their hands
open, palms up, almost as if holding a prayer book. Their bodies undulate in a motion that
seems to originate deep in their guts as they fold in on themselves.

“I had never imagined that one day someone would have the power, just by looking at me,
to decide whether I would live or die,” wrote Wiesel’s fellow Holocaust survivor Agi Geva in
a quote Linsky copied down. “And that just by the movement of a hand pointing in the
direction I was supposed to move, my fate would be decided.”

Nothing is literal in Linsky’s “Selection,” but every movement in the evocative film is rooted
in the memories and testimonies of survivors. And that work is just one of several that
make up ZACHOR, an ongoing effort by the young, Boston-based choreographer to honor
and preserve the stories of Holocaust survivors through dance.
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“There is something about physical communication that sometimes alleviates the things
that are really hard to put into words,” Linsky told me. “It goes beyond what language
alone can do,” she said. “I don’t think that there is a better way to evoke emotion and
empathy and connection among people than watching dance.”

Choreographing Yom Hashoah

The story of ZACHOR began two years earlier, when Linsky was a junior at Elon University
in North Carolina studying dance performance and choreography and arts administration.
It was the day before that year’s Yom HaShoah services and one of her favorite professors,
Boaz Avraham-Katz, who was planning the programming, suddenly had a thought:
Another student, he said, “put together a theater piece for Yom HaShoah. Why aren’t you
putting on a dance piece?” Linsky recalled.

“And I was like, ‘Well, it’s tomorrow, and you just asked me today! So I can’t make that
happen. But I’d love to do it next year,’” she said. The following year, Linsky was taking a
Hebrew class with that same professor, who is also a Holocaust scholar; he asked her
again.

Linsky knew she wanted to use a poem — “I’ve always found text as a really inspiring way
to generate movement,” she said — and landed on words from Holocaust survivor
Alexander Kimel that she incorporated into the score. The refrain at the end of each
stanza, “No, I don’t want to remember. But how can I forget?” eventually becomes, “No. I
have to remember and never let you forget.”

The Jewish community at Elon was small at the time, especially within the dance
department, and the friends and classmates Linsky invited to see “Do I Want to
Remember?” were a diverse bunch — some dancers, some not; some Jewish, some not. As
she was sitting in the service, which included prayers, speeches and performances, she
found herself wondering if they were comfortable. “I checked in with some people
afterwards,” Linsky said. Overall, she found, they were interested and engaged. One friend
said it was beautiful, others were drawn to the performances and speeches.

Up until that point, Holocaust education had always been steeped in a Jewish context for
Linsky: Jewish day school, camp, temple, the JCC. But here, she’d helped create a broader
opportunity for Holocaust education. “I believe, for many reasons, it’s important for not
just the Jews to be studying and preserving our own history,” she said. And on the other
side, it brought dance — and another path to immersion in Holocaust testimony — to non-
dancers in the Jewish community.
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Intrigued by the possibilities and eager to pursue her career in dance upon graduation, she
applied for a choreographic residency to expand on her Yom Hashoah piece. “I have never
once doubted the power that dance has and what dance can do,” she said.

Lingering on the stories

When Boston-based dancer Imani Deal got an email from Linsky in late 2019 or early 2020
inviting her to participate in a dance project engaging with the Holocaust, she wasn’t sure
she was the right fit.

“To be honest, I was surprised that she asked me,” said Deal, who’d danced at the same
studio with Linsky for a couple of years growing up. “I knew I personally didn’t have a lot of
education around it,” she said, only vaguely remembering a short unit about the Holocaust
in school. She saw this as a chance to learn and she came to feel comfortable dissecting
the heavy material and sharing the associations that came up for her, including the history
and legacy of slavery in America.

Like Deal, most of the dancers in what became “Selection” — and in subsequent ZACHOR
projects — are not Jewish, a conscious choice on Linsky’s part. “My dancers come from very
diverse racial, cultural, ethnic backgrounds,” she said.

Linsky’s goal is to invite them in and open up the conversation, to ensure “we’re not just in
our own bubble studying our own history, but that we’re able to branch out and study each
other’s histories.” Many of them had limited Holocaust education growing up. “So to see
them be able to feel so deeply connected to a work and take that emotional investment in
its importance, for this history, was really astounding to me,” Linsky said, though she
makes a compelling argument within “Selection” that this history is as relevant to them as
it is to anyone else living today.

Toward the end of the film, the music quiets down and makes way for the words of
Holocaust survivor Bernard Marks, recorded at a 2017 ICE (Immigration and Customs
Enforcement) forum in Sacramento. He rails at the county sheriff, and at the acting director
of ICE standing with him, about immigration officers arresting people in courthouses.
“Don’t forget, history is not on your side,” he said.

Linsky didn’t initially set out to create a dance film. She’d landed a residency at Chelsea
Theatre Works with every intention of developing a live evening-length performance. But
then the pandemic hit, and “all of that energy got to get focused in on one five-minute
piece and film,” which they shot outdoors and masked. “We were able to take a lot more 
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time,” she said — lingering on discussions and images and quotes like Wiesel’s that had
inspired certain movements.

“The interruption, on my end, kind of opened my eyes,” Linsky said. “This can be an
embodied Holocaust education experience for the dancers,” which, in turn, she thought,
could make for a more powerful performance. It would become an ongoing series. She
named it ZACHOR, the Hebrew word for “remember,” phrased in the imperative. Because
this endeavor requires action.

Embodying memories

Aaron Elster survived the Holocaust as a child by running and hiding. For two years, he was
holed up in the attic of a non-Jewish couple, who’d once been customers at his parents’
butcher shop, while his older sister passed as a Gentile downstairs. He couldn’t bathe or
make any noise, except when rain pounded the tin roof. In the winters, he shivered on his
makeshift pile of straw, and the air grew so hot in the summers he could barely breathe.
The Gorskis weren’t happy he was there and told him so regularly. But they didn’t make
him leave.

While Linsky was rehearsing “Selection” over Zoom, one of the dancers shared a link to a
“60 Minutes” segment featuring Elster, who immigrated to Illinois after the war. His story
became the cornerstone of “Uncovering,” a research project that would allow Linsky to
experiment with a revamped creative process. She recruited seven dancers or “research
assistants,” sent them each a copy of Elster’s memoir, and gathered them all together over
Zoom for a series of workshop sessions.

After some initial discussion, each dancer found a moment or image they could use as the
basis for a solo they’d create. One chose the time Aaron was hiding in a secret room with
dozens of Jews and saw a mom smother her crying baby so they wouldn’t be discovered.
Another picked an image of Aaron running through a field of wild grasses after escaping
the liquidation of the ghetto, flattening himself to the ground anytime he heard a vehicle
approach on the nearby road. A third latched onto the recurring mention of Aaron rocking
himself into a trance to combat the loneliness, fear, discomfort and boredom.

In the culminating virtual presentation, the dancers introduced their recorded solos, mostly
filmed at home.

The workshop format allowed the dancers “to read these stories through their own lenses
and connect through their own experiences,” Linsky said. She sought feedback from the 
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participants, reflected on her learnings, and then started over — with local dancers and
with the explicit goal of creating the dance film “Hidden.” Sometimes, Zoom sessions
would feature a special guest: Steven Elster, Aaron’s son.

Dancing the unspeakable

There are mountains of Holocaust representations in arts and culture — memoirs, novels,
films, poetry, visual art. “Dance is often left out of the conversation, despite the fact that
there have been so many dances that have dealt with issues relevant to the Holocaust,”
said Rebecca Rossen, a dance historian and professor at the University of Texas at Austin
whose current research (and next book) focuses on representations of the Holocaust,
memory and trauma in contemporary dance.

“Dance enables deep engagements with topics of social, cultural, and political importance
through bodily representation, enabling us to grapple with difficult topics, complex
histories,” said Rossen. And, she adds, it “can engage other bodies as witnesses, which can
in fact generate empathy.”

Even before World War II began, choreographers such as Anna Sokolow were engaging in
anti-fascist art. As the Holocaust unfolded, the daughter of Russian Jewish immigrants also
choreographed “The Exile” in 1939 — which portrayed Jewish life in Europe and the arrival
of Nazism in sections titled “I had a garden…” and “The beast is in the garden…”—and
“Kaddish” in 1945 as an expression of mourning and memorial. Her famous 1961 work
“Dreams” — described by one critic as “shattering” — reflected the harrowing nightmares of
survivors.

In her book, Rossen touches on some earlier works but homes in on recent decades. In one
particularly powerful example, choreographer Tamar Rogoff’s 1994 “The Ivye Project” was
performed in a forest in Belarus on the site of a mass grave where members of her own
family were murdered. She interviewed survivors, worked with the community as well as
professional performers, and “used it as an opportunity to restage Jewish life that had
been erased in that town and offer it both to the Jews who were still there and their
families, but also to the town and to all the people who came,” Rossen said.

Not all artists who’ve made Holocaust-related works are Jewish—in 2005, for example,
Ballet Austin’s Stephen Mills made a full-length ballet about the life of Holocaust survivor
Naomi Warren intended to spur dialogue about bigotry and hate. Nor do choreographers
always set out to grapple with the Holocaust. Bill T. Jones, for instance, had interviewed his
mother-in-law, survivor Dora Amelan, “knowing there would be a time when her voice 
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would be quieted,” he explained.

In 2015, he brought her story to the stage. “It says something about how we’ve traveled —
that I, as a Black American, could be telling a Jewish woman’s story in such a free way,”
Jones said. “But, then, the story is about repression, about antisemitism, about running for
your life in the face of authority. These issues are with us very much now.”

Rossen’s scholarship focuses in part on what she calls “testimony dance,” which she
describes as “dance performance based on the oral history of survivors” that uses
“movement, visuals, music, and language to mobilize and embody that testimony and that
history.” For the choreographer and dancers involved in creating testimony dance — a
category she believes Linsky’s work would fall into — the sustained process is “kind of like
living inside a history,” Rossen said. “You have not experienced trauma in that way. But
you’re engaged at a kind of a molecular level with this other history and that does help
with a mission of never again and also keeping the history present.”

“We talk a lot in Holocaust studies about the unspeakable. And I think that dance has the
ability to get to these deep unspeakable places,” she said. And dance works, which are
often not literal or mimetic, can simulate the nature and experience of trauma in a way
that chronological narratives do not. Choreography can create a layered emotional
experience that reflects the fits and starts of memory and trauma in a more visceral and
evocative way.

“It’s a different kind of experience,” she said. For audiences, “it’s not like they just receive
it, and then they applaud, and the experience is over. But it’s something that they might be
thinking about for a while.” And even if it deals with events that happened during the war,
she added, “the work is never just about the past. It’s always also about the present.”

Passing it on

Aaron Elster took a turn for the worse in April 2018, his son Steven told me. “And I basically
promised him two things. One I’m keeping to myself, but the other one was that I was
going to continue his story,” he said, his voice cracking and slipping a register. “Like I said, I
get choked up on some things. That’s one of them.”

Steven Elster has continued sharing his father’s story as a second generation speaker
since Aaron’s death. And now there’s a group of young strangers trying to help him carry
that weight, to show him, Linsky said, that they too “are going to work to keep it alive, to
embody it ourselves, to keep it with us, and to share it with others.”'
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That transfer is a particularly moving aspect of testimony dance, Rossen said. “I think of it
as kind of a gift of generosity. The survivor” — or in this case the survivor’s family —
“trusting their story to this artist and then gifting that story to the audience. Then there’s a
reciprocal generosity when that choreographer tells the story through dance in a way that
reaches the audience,” she said. “It’s another way to record that history and tell it so that it
doesn’t disappear.”

Linsky and her dancers are already playing the part of a younger generation committing to
keep these stories alive. But as she develops “Hidden” from a 13-minute film into a live,
evening-length production scheduled to premiere in September 2022 at the Boston Center
for the Arts, she plans to run workshops for teen dancers in collaboration with Steven. And
the vision beyond that is to tour the production to different cities across the U.S., engaging
in workshops with local youth in each location and incorporating the results into the live
performance.

“Let’s bring in even younger folks to show and depict that passing down from generation
to generation,” she said.

We can’t ask Aaron Elster what he’d make of his story being shared through dance or what
the efforts by Linsky and her dancers would mean to him. But we can ask his son to
speculate. “Dad was not a very artsy kind of guy. He was a beef barley soup and rye bread
kind of guy,” Steven Elster said. “Initially he would be going, ‘What the hell? What?’”

“But I think deep inside he’d be flattered,” Elster said. There would be a little gleam or a
smile, he imagined, especially because these are young people, whom Aaron Elster spent
his last 30 years trying to reach and convince they could make a difference. And he
would’ve thought: “I succeeded. I’ve gotten through to the young adults and they’re doing
something about it.”
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I’ve experienced plenty of
antisemitism — confirming 
 Lipstadt will help us fight back

Opinion

By Anna Salton Eisen

 

I will accompany Dr. Deborah Lipstadt into the Dirksen Senate Office Building for her
Senate confirmation hearing to become the State Department Special Envoy to Monitor
and Combat Antisemitism on Feb. 8.

I will most likely sit silently behind her as a reminder and witness to the problem of
antisemitism in our country and the world. But I must break that silence today so that the
urgency and critical need for her leadership and voice will be heeded.

Antisemitism is a continual thread that has run through my life. My father, George Salton,
was a Holocaust survivor. After the German invasion in 1939, his family lived under the
brutal boot of the Nazis and were forced to leave their homes in a small town in Poland
and move into a crowded ghetto where there was great suffering, hunger, illness and
death.

His parents, along with 23,000 other Jews from that ghetto, were sent in boxcars and
gassed at the Belzec extermination camp. After three years in 10 concentration camps in
Germany, Poland and France, my father was liberated by the 82nd Airborne of the U.S.
Army on May 2, 1945.

My father came to the United States, served proudly in the U.S. Army and became an
American citizen. He used the G.I. bill to go to college, where he earned a bachelor’s in
physics and a master’s in engineering, even though he had only completed the 5th grade
before the war. He had a career at the Pentagon where he got to meet and thank General
Gavin, who had commanded the 82nd Airborne during WWII.

I was raised to be a proud American and grateful for our armed forces. I have attended two
National Conventions of the 82nd Airborne as a guest and met many WWII liberators. I 
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think they would be appalled to see the antisemitism and neo-Nazis marching and waving
Nazi flags in our country today.

Last month, my rabbi and fellow congregants were held hostage in my synagogue,
Congregation Beth Israel in Colleyville, Texas. For 11 hours, we waited and watched in
horror and disbelief. How could this hatred, antisemitism and violence invade my small
congregation in my town?

But this was not my first experience with a hostage situation involving Jews. In 1977, at the
age of 18, while a student at American University in Washington, D.C., I stood outside the
Jewish organization headquarters of B’nai Brith International, where Hanafi Movement
members held over 100 hostages.

The gunmen claimed that Jews controlled the courts and the press. These were the same
antisemitic tropes that were used by the Nazis and by the gunman in my Colleyville
synagogue. I stood outside the B’nai Brith building in the rain holding a sign that said
“Never Again,” the post-Holocaust slogan to end antisemitism. But the ugliness of
antisemitism keeps happening, again and again.

My children attended the Southlake, Texas schools which made recent headlines after it
was suggested that teachers might provide books with opposing views about the
Holocaust. Some feared this would open the door to Holocaust denial, which Lipstadt has
fought against.

My son graduated from the University of Virginia, where the Unite the Right rally took
place in 2017. Neo-Nazis marched across the historic grounds with torches shouting, “Jews
will not replace us.” Lipstadt gave expert testimony in the Charlottesville trial, which led to
a verdict against the white supremacist and neo-Nazi defendants.

I have experienced antisemitic slights and remarks and even woke one morning to find my
lawn covered with discarded Christmas trees. A prank, perhaps, but a reminder that I was
the Jew in the neighborhood.

But now, the remarks and slights have created a world where Jewish lives are in danger. I
must pray with an armed guard at the synagogue door. Must I now hide my identity as my
father’s family hid in the woods at night when the Nazis came looking for Jews to terrorize?

I spoke with Lipstadt recently and expressed my dismay that none of our efforts,
museums, memorials and books have curbed this hatred of the Jews.
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“If the Holocaust was not enough to end antisemitism,” she replied, “what can possibly
stop it?”

My father used to say that we must remain vigilant to fight hatred, wherever it grows.

My father knew Deborah Lipstadt. He knew her to be a brilliant historian and scholar, a
leader of courage and conviction.

So I will sit behind her on Tuesday in silence, but I hope the Senators on the Foreign
Relations Committee know that if my pain and tears could talk, they would be an outcry to
unite those of us who want a safer and better world. Deborah Lipstadt must be confirmed
and help lead us there.

Anna Salton Eisen was the founding president of Congregation Beth Israel in Colleyville, Texas. She is the
author of “Pillar of Salt: A Daughter’s Life in the Shadow of the Holocaust” and “The 23rd Psalm: A Holocaust
Memoir,” as well as the subject of the upcoming documentary film, “In My Father’s Words.”
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‘Sledgehammer:’ Trump’s
ambassador to Israel hits hard in
new memoir

News

By Jacob Kornbluh

 

Even before he was confirmed as U.S. Ambassador to Israel in 2017, David Friedman
tangled with Democrats, calling members of the liberal pro-Israel group J Street “kapos”
and questioning long-held U.S. support for a two-state solution to the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict.

In his new memoir, Friedman, a bankruptcy lawyer and campaign advisor to Donald Trump
before he became president, opens a window into some of the more contentious episodes
of his nearly four years at the U.S. embassy. Those years are also marked by milestones for
which Friedman has been feted — and even nominated for a Nobel Peace Prize — including
the moving of the U.S. embassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem and the signing of the Abraham
Accords.

The book, titled “Sledgehammer: How Breaking with the Past Brought Peace to the Middle
East,” is scheduled for release Tuesday. A copy was obtained by the Forward.

Here are some highlights.

A problematic prayer?

Friedman writes that he was “flabbergasted” by an investigation into whether he violated
the Hatch Act, which prohibits government employees from engaging in partisan political
activity while on duty, for asking a top Orthodox rabbi in Israel to pray for Donald Trump’s
reelection.

“At one point I asked how it possibly could be illegal for a government employee to ask
anything of a priest, rabbi, or minister in a private meeting,” Friedman recalls of the inquiry,
which was conducted by the Office of Special Counsel, an independent investigative and 
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prosecutorial agency.

Friedman, who is Orthodox, had asked Rabbi Baruch Dov Povarsky for a blessing for
another Trump term during a visit to the Ponovezh Yeshiva in Bnei Brak in April 2019. The
request had been recorded. “I explained that this was a private meeting organized by my
son with no governmental purpose, no one else attended except my bodyguards, and I
was unaware of the recordings or its release to the media,” he writes.

He was later cleared of any wrongdoing related to the incident, though the special
counsel’s office found that Friedman had violated the Hatch Act closer to the 2020 election
when he suggested in a media interview that a Joe Biden victory could lead to an increase
in Iran’s “malign activity” and its likelihood of acquiring nuclear weapons.

Taking on the Squad

Friedman details his efforts to convince Israel to block two progressive congresswomen
from visiting the country in 2019. Democrats Rashida Tlaib of Michigan and Ilhan Omar of
Minnesota, prominent members of a group of House members known as “The Squad,” both
support the Boycott, Divestment, Sanctions movement. A 2017 Israeli law bans foreigners
who publicly support BDS from entering the country.

Former Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu had decided to apply the law to Tlaib and
Omar, reversing his initial decision to allow the trip, which he had justified as a reflection of
his respect for Congress.

Friedman writes that when Trump first learned of Israel’s decision to permit the trip “he
thought Israel was crazy.” The former president, he relates, “could not understand why
Israel would open its borders to people he considered antisemites.”

Friedman recalls that he “wrestled” with the issue, contemplating whether the backlash he
would receive by supporting the initial Israeli decision to allow the congresswomen into
the country would be outweighed by the opportunity to educate them about the conflict.

But he said that when he saw Omar and Tlaib’s itinerary, which referred to Israel as
Palestine, he thought it “was a bridge too far.” He passed it on to Ron Dermer, then Israel’s
ambassador to the U.S, in hopes that his Israeli counterpart could persuade Netanyahu to
change course.

Trump later tweeted, “It would show great weakness if Israel allowed Rep. Omar and Rep. 
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Tlaib to visit.”

The blowback was intense, Friedman writes, with House Democrats calling for him to be
censured and the special counsel’s office investigating whether he had engaged in
partisan activity. Friedman calls it an attempt to “intimidate” him.

Bipartisan — to a point

While Friedman rejects all accusations of partisanship during his years as ambassador, his
memoir includes his recollections of scolding of pro-Israel House Democrats and defending
his contention that Republicans are more supportive of Israel.

“While bipartisanship is important, it is not worth the price of sinking to the lowest
common point of consensus,” he writes of the absence of Democrats at the opening
ceremony of the U.S. embassy in Jerusalem.

Friedman also criticizes former Israeli President Reuven Rivlin for inviting House Speaker
Nancy Pelosi to a 2020 Jerusalem ceremony marking the 75th anniversary of the liberation
of Auschwitz, which many world leaders were expected to attend. Friedman writes that he
managed to get then Vice President Mike Pence to come, but was “furious” when he
learned that the Democratic speaker was on the guest list.

“You beg me to bring Pence as the representative of your most important ally, who is only
doing this out of his love for Israel, but you don’t have the decency to inform me that
you’re going around my back to invite the person responsible for Trump’s impeachment!”
Friedman recalls telling Rivlin’s staff in a tense phone conversation.

Friedman writes that he then blasted Rivlin’s aides when they asked that Pence meet with
Rivlin one-on-one. “All I could do was express my disgust,” he writes, recalling how he
fumed at them: “I didn’t think it was possible to politicize the 75th anniversary of the
liberation of Auschwitz but you succeeded in doing so.”

Contrasting Trump and Netanyahu

Netanyahu and Trump maintained a genial relationship until Trump blasted the prime
minister for congratulating Biden on winning the presidency. Friedman writes that the two
former heads of state were aligned politically, but not personally.

They “don’t have much in common” beyond their embrace of populism, Friedman writes. 
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“While Trump is instinctive and very close with his staff, engendering enormous loyalty,
Netanyahu is far more cerebral and cautious, willing to review data and more data
exhaustively before making a decision.”

And Friedman takes issue with the commonly held assumption that Trump recognized
Israeli sovereignty over the Golan Heights as a preelection gift to Netanyahu in 2019 —
even though Trump himself described it in these terms in an interview with Israeli
journalist Barak Ravid.

“There was never a stated White House objective to help Netanyahu get reelected,”
Friedman writes. “The president fully understood the security and geopolitical benefits of
recognition but he was concerned that this would be perceived as a pre-election gift to
Netanyahu. I responded that this decision was not being recommended as a political gift
for Bibi. Rather, it should be viewed as being in our national interest.”

Friedman also recalls the difficult task of trying to convince the prime minister to accept
the U.S. administration’s decision to invite Benny Gantz, who had challenged Netanyahu
for the premiership, to the rollout of the Trump peace plan in 2020. He also details the
fraught conversations that followed Netanyahu’s use — against the wishes of the Trump
administration — of a White House podium to promote his plan to annex Jewish
communities in the West Bank.

Friedman has kind words for Netanyahu. He praises the former prime minister as
thoughtful and calm in the face of uncertainty, recalling the occasion when he and the
former prime minister got stuck in an elevator for 10 minutes. “Bibi continued to speak with
me as if nothing has changed,” he writes, using Netanyahu’s nickname, and confessing
that he himself was on the verge of panic and barely heard a word of what the prime
minister had said.

The ‘kapos’ comment

As a campaign adviser to Trump, Friedman at one point in 2016 wrote that J Street -– a
pro-Israel group very critical of the occupation — is “worse than kapos.” He apologized for
the description as several left-leaning Jewish groups highlighted it in their efforts to block
his confirmation.

In his memoir, Friedman calls the “kapos” comparison a “dumb mistake” and a “painful
lesson.” But he also accuses the liberal pro-peace group of lobbying the U.S. government
to thwart the Jewish state. “My words were a huge tactical mistake because they shifted 
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the discussion away from the substance of J Street’s attacks on Israel,” he writes, adding
that it gave his detractors an “easy opening.”

Friedman writes that he wanted to critique J Street’s approach to Israel at his confirmation
hearing, but that his White House advisers counseled against it, so he opted for a more
measured response. He also met J Street’s senior leadership during their visit to Israel later
that year, but he never sought a truce with them.

Friedman also describes a tense exchange with Rabbi Rick Jacobs, the head of the Reform
movement, after the Israeli government – pressured by Orthodox parties – suspended the
Kotel deal, which designates space there for various streams of Jewish practice.

Jacobs called the suspension of the deal a “betrayal” and demanded Friedman intervene on
behalf of Jews in the U.S., where the Reform movement is larger than any other branch of
Judaism. Friedman argued that it’s wrong to expect Israel to adopt liberal American
principles when liberal Jews hardly visit Israel. “Rick, Israel is a democracy,” Friedman
recalls telling Jacobs. “If your side wants to change Israel, move here! There are almost no
Reform Jews in Israel.”

Israel is home to dozens of Reform congregations and it is the goal of the movement,
according to the Union for Reform Judaism’s website, to “increase each Reform Jew’s
relationship with Israel and make Israel a core component of every Reform Jew’s identity.”

’We paid for it’

Friedman writes about a heated exchange — which he describes as “frightening” — with
Vermont Sen. Bernie Sanders over Israel’s military response to Hamas rockets from Gaza.
The setting was a meeting between the two before the future ambassador’s confirmation
hearing.

“Israel kills many more people in Gaza than Gazans kill Israelis,” and “is blowing up
hospitals,” Friedman recalls Sanders saying.

He also recollects Sanders calling Israel’s blockade of the Gaza Strip “an occupation.”

At that point, Friedman writes that he got angry too, asking Sanders whether he agrees
that Israel has a right to respond to Hamas rocket fire targeting Israeli civilians?

“Well, Israel has Iron Dome, which we paid for,” Sanders responded, according to Friedman, 
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referring to Israel’s missile defense system, which is supported by American dollars.

Friedman writes that the senator, an independent, handed Friedman a letter asking him to
respond within a week whether he agrees with Sanders “that financial aid to Gaza was
more important than aid to Israel.”

Matt Duss, a foreign policy advisor to Sanders, declined to discuss the details of the
meeting, saying Sanders believes in “honoring confidentiality” of private conversations.
Duss added, “Sen. Sanders’ well-known, often stated and widely published view is that
Israelis and Palestinians both have the right to live with security and dignity. David
Friedman, on the other hand, lied under oath to the U.S. Senate in his confirmation hearing,
so people can decide for themselves who they trust.”

Jacob Kornbluh is the Forward’s senior political reporter. Follow him on Twitter @jacobkornbluh or email
kornbluh@forward.com.
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His great-grandparents found
refuge in China. Now this Canadian
Jew is starting for its Olympic
hockey team.

News

By Louis Keene

Most of Ethan Werek’s teammates on the Chinese Olympic hockey team had never met a
Jewish person before he joined the roster.

But Werek’s family tree was once planted in Chinese soil.

Like the six athletes suiting up for Israel in this year’s games, Werek didn’t need to be born
in the country on his jersey to play for its national team. Yet his right-of-return story is no
less Jewish than theirs — and it predates the Jewish state. How this Canadian came to play
for the Chinese national team is a Jewish homecoming more than a century in the making.

During World War I, Werek’s great grandparents, Nehemia and Luba Werek, fled Eastern
Russia to Harbin, a city in Northeast China, where a growing community of several
thousand Jews found safety and better economic opportunities. Werek’s grandparents
grew up in China; two aunts were born in Shanghai. In 1948, the family immigrated to
Israel, where Ethan’s father was born. The Wereks immigrated to Canada in the 1950s.
In a way, playing for the hockey team is Werek returning the assist China gave his
ancestors.

As the 2022 host country, China automatically qualified for Olympic hockey, but because it
had a weak national program, it needed to naturalize professional players with
connections to the nation. Enter Werek, a journeyman forward drafted by the New York
Rangers in 2009 who has since played in various pro leagues.

“I kind of pinch myself every morning,” he said in a phone interview from the Olympic
village in Beijing. “I just feel so lucky to be given this opportunity.”
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There was also a career benefit to Chinese citizenship: it made it easier for him to play in
the KHL, the top hockey league outside of North America which has a franchise in Beijing.
He’s played on that team since 2019. During hockey season in China, Werek has taken the
time to visit the synagogue his grandparents used to attend. Their names are still
engraved in the building.

An only child, Werek grew up in a household that celebrated Jewish holidays, though his
fondest memories formed at the table of an aunt who cooked “a disgusting amount of
food” for seders.

A rising hockey star at 17, he moved to play junior hockey in Kingston, Ontario, where he
boarded with a Jewish family. With games most Friday nights, his hosts would prepare an
early Shabbat dinner so that he could fill up on challah before heading to the rink. (He still
talks to them every week.)

Werek has visited Israel every few years dating back to when he was a kid — he has Israeli
citizenship through his dad, and he briefly played for the country’s Under-18 team — but
the pandemic has prevented those trips. He’s been pining a bit, but recently got to play
Jewish geography with Israeli speed skater Vladislav Bykanov in the Olympic village. Werek
discovered that Bykanov got his start at the public rink in Metula, a town of about 1,600
just south of the Lebanese border.

“I was like, oh my God, I’ve been there before, I’ve played there before,” Werek recalled,
“and just that connection over time — the water slides outside the rink and everything — it
was just so cool.”

Perhaps owing to a dearth of ponds that freeze over in the winter, Israel’s hockey program
makes China’s look like Russia’s. So Werek has volunteered to contribute to establishing
the sport more firmly there this summer. He’s going to live in Tel Aviv and help out with the
Israel Elite Hockey League, a one-month semi-pro league, by running hockey camps at the
two rinks in the Tel Aviv area — with part of the goal to make equipment more accessible to
kids.

“Anything I can do to grow the game there,” he said.

In the meantime, he’s an Olympian. The Chinese team will be an experiment in
communication — half of its 24 players speak only Mandarin and the other half (plus the
head coach) speak only English. While the team has a pair of translators on staff, it won’t
have one in skates.
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Werek, who was assigned a Chinese name, Wei Ruike, for fans to use, can barely
pronounce it.

“I’ve gotten pretty good at charades and hand gestures,” he said.

He has learned how to say “Happy New Year” in Mandarin, though.

And he’s not put off by the fact that Judaism is alien to most of his teammates. He’s used
to it.

Back in Ontario, Canada, while playing junior hockey, Werek befriended a teammate from a
small town and invited him to his Jewish host family’s house during Hanukkah, not long
after they had lit the menorah.

“He looked at the table,” Werek recalled. “He goes, ‘Oh, candles — fancy dinner!”

Werek’s Chinese teammates have not benefited from the sort of training and opportunities
afforded talented Canadians. They have never sniffed international competition, and even
without active NHL players in this year’s Olympics, China is a steep underdog. But Werek
says in spite of the language barrier, he’s bonded with the team, and enjoyed teaching
them the finer points of the game. His enthusiasm has sparked his own.

“I guess in hockey at the age of 30, I’m kind of the older age,” he said. “But I feel I got a
shot of youth just being around these guys and seeing their passion for it.”

Louis Keene is a staff reporter at the Forward. He can be reached at keene@forward.com or on Twitter
@thislouis.
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Do the Madrigals from Disney’s
‘Encanto’ descend from Sephardic
Jews?

Culture

By Rudy Malcom

 

While I was watching “Encanto,” I wondered if its magical Madrigals, the family at the heart
of the Oscar-nominated Disney animated film, were Jewish. They’re close-knit to the point
of being smothering. They’re successful yet grappling with generations of pain. And their
powers come from a candle that has miraculously burned for 50 years — kind of like an oil
that lasted eight days.

But is “Encanto,” a visual and sonic homage to the Colombian experience, really about
Jews? One now-private TikTok user recently presented evidence that the multitalented
Madrigal family descend from conversos, or Spanish and Portuguese Jews who converted
to Catholicism after persecution during the 14th and 15th centuries and the expulsion of
Jews from Spain in 1492.

The TikTok user points out that the name “Madrigal” may come from Jewish communities
of Spain and Portugal, according to the website Name Your Roots, which aims to help the
descendants of Sephardic Jews embrace their heritage long after they fled across the
globe to escape the Spanish Inquisition. A quarter of more than 6,500 Latin Americans in a
2018 study displayed traces of Sephardic Jewish ancestry.

Would the non-Jewish creators of “Encanto” have known about the Jewish origins of the
name “Madrigal”? Lin-Manuel Miranda, who wrote the film’s soundtrack, was a member of
a Jewish a cappella group called the Mazel Tones when he attended Wesleyan University.
He considered making a musical out of “My Name Is Asher Lev” before settling on
“Hamilton.” And he recently directed “Tick, Tick… Boom!”, an ode to Jewish composer
Jonathan Larson.

The creators might have chosen the name just because it alliterates with Mirabel, the film’s
protagonist. Also, “madrigal” is a musical term that refers to a song with multiple voice 
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parts — which could describe how sounds and voices blend in the film.

In any case, there are about 5,000 practicing Jews in Colombia, according to The World
Jewish Congress. And, as the Guardian reported in 2019, 26,000 Colombians claiming
Sephardic ancestry applied for Spanish citizenship under a 2015 law attempting to right the
wrongs of the Inquisition.

Regardless of whether the Madrigals could — like Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-N.Y.) —
also claim Sephardic ancestry, the film’s depiction of intergenerational trauma resonates
with Jews (and really, everyone).

Abuela Alma Madrigal miraculously received her magic-giving candle after soldiers killed
her husband and forced her and her fellow villagers to flee their homes, presumably during
the Thousand Days’ War, a civil war fought in Colombia from 1899 to 1902.

Fifty years later, every child in the family has received a magical gift on their fifth birthday
— except for 15-year-old Mirabel, who learns that her family is losing their magic and sets
out to uncover what is happening. She learns that their candle is flickering, and that their
enchanted home, Casita, is cracking, because of family pressures.

We Jews can surely relate to how pain is passed l’dor v’dor, from generation to generation.
Millennia of displacement and persecution have wired us to be stereotypically obsessive
and neurotic. And research shows that the children of Holocaust survivors carry their
parents’ trauma in their bodies.

Many Jews feel pressured to overachieve as a means of compensating for the horrors their
forebears endured.

Similarly, Luisa Madrigal, endowed with superhuman strength, feels so pressured to serve
her family and village that she can’t be happy. In the song “Surface Pressure,” she asks, “If
I could shake the crushing weight of expectations, would that free some room up for joy?”

Her sister Mirabel, the film’s heroine, is made to feel like she is letting the family down
because she doesn’t have a discernible gift. She seeks to save her family and break the
cycle of trauma. And by the end of the movie, Alma apologizes to her: “I was given a
miracle, a second chance, but I was so afraid to lose it that I lost sight of what our miracle
was for.”

Alma’s fear speaks to the precarity of American Jewish life. We’ve built places of power and 
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safety (like Casita) and, in many ways, become part of the establishment, yet we carry the
impact of antisemitism in our minds and bodies. And our synagogues face the real threat
of white supremacist violence and conspiracy theories that Jews control the world.

No, the Madrigals do not seem to face ongoing persecution; they are instead loved by the
village they serve with their gifts. But, even though our metaphorical Casita may have
cracks, “Encanto” gives us hope for healing and for a future where the candle keeps
burning.

Rudy Malcom is a digital reporting and writing intern at the Forward. He is a Poynter-Koch Media and
Journalism Fellow and can be reached at malcom@forward.com or on Twitter @rudy_malcom.
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